**FEBRUARY HEADLINES - UNMC TODAY**

New investigator: Liliana Bronner  
UNMC’s 2021 Scientist Laureate, Distinguished Scientist, New Investigator and Community Service to Research Award recipients. (2-1-22)

Program director of the month  
Aaron Lanik, MD, is the COM Program director of the month. (2-2-22)

COM Student of the month  
Advanced Rural Training Program Family Medicine sub-intern, Stephanie Emig (2-2-22)

Reaching out to the Spanish-speaking community  
Dr. De Alba has participated in Spanish-language press conferences and informational sessions on COVID-19 and the pandemic. (2-2-22)

Chancellor talks campus updates and COVID  
News from the February 3rd all-campus forum. (2-7-22)

Leaders applaud, recognize campus COVID-19 efforts  
The communities that we serve continue to recognize and thank the med center for “stepping up” in so many ways in responding to a myriad of areas related to the COVID-19 pandemic. (2-14-22)

Inclusive Excellence addresses ‘hard history’  
“Hard” history was the topic under discussion at the latest Conversations for Inclusive Excellence event. (2-11-22)

UNMC defining the future of rural health care  
Featuring resident graduates Drs. Andy and Cade Craig. (2-21-22)

**February Blog Post**  
Visit and subscribe to the UNMC Family Medicine Blog.

**FEBRUARY HEADLINES - NEBRASKA MEDICINE NOW**

Eyeing the horizon with optimism  
Cory Shaw, executive vice president-chief operating officer, talks about his hope in the organization, community and health care nationwide. (2-1-22)

Welcome to the IT channel  
The place for all things IT. (2-10-22)

Colleague forum  
Some good news as COVID-19 conditions improve locally and nationally, but Dr. Rupp reminded attendees that “it’s a time to celebrate the trends, but it’s not a time to throw caution to the wind.” (2-11-22)

Find a number of or physicians on Omaha Magazine’s Premier Doctors list  
More than half of those recognized through data and peers are associated with Nebraska Medicine. Check out the entire list here. (2-11-22)

Colleague forum: ‘We need to stay flexible’  
COVID-19 trends continue in the right direction, but we still should take precautions including masking, avoiding high-risk settings (2-25-22)